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The city is full of enemy robot patrol and needs someone to protect it. You are the last hope, the last chance to survive…

Fly all over the city and fight against cyborg invasion. Your goal is to hold out as long as possible and become the mightiest
robot.

Find attacker and kill him to unlock new robot defenders: each robot has its' own weapon and force.

Never stop: play the infinite game and try to hold out.

FEATURES:
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6 types of robot defenders;

2 types of powerful weapon;

some types of enemies, which are coming in waves and become stronger.
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This game is awesome. If anyone has played Halo Reach, Halo 3 or even just watched Red VS Blue, chances are you will ahve
memories of Grifball. This is Grifball on steroids. This is everything you wanted out of Grifball. This is the Grifball standalone.
But dont just think of this game as Grifball, this game has more potential than your mother ever thought you had. This game is
early access so there are some bugs and some things to be improved such as including East and West US dedicated servers (This
is being worked in but is hard as the game is based out of Europe). When people hear "Early Access Game" they think not ready
or not enjoyable or possibly not even interesting. This proves those people wrong. The amasing thing about this game being
Early Access is that it can only get better and go up from here.. An action r.p.g but not like you know it!

I keep my eye on new indie games and enjoy all genres. Its always interesting to see the imagination that goes into games that
come out of smaller companies. I had read about The Bounty online over a yera ago and to be honest had forgotten about it. A
friend told me of this new fun r.p.g action game he was playing. It turned out it was the Bounty. The game has an interesting
premise and through the 16-bit presentation and 90's storyline my interest was piqued. It looks and feels very much like many
r.p.g's you might of played on the Super Nintendo or Megadrive growing up. Do not let this fool you as it did me though.
Playing this like a normal game will get you into trouble. The Bounty is like a condensed r.p.g, take out the endless wandering
and chatting that you would expect and add in hi-score chasing. There are traps to be solved that are genuinely very pleasing to
solve. I have no shame in admitting i was stumped by the very first one. If you play it you might laugh at my stupidity. I think
what they have achieved here is something new out of something old and its worth the price of entry.

When you die, you die! I did and i'm looking forward to going back.. Expect some Sherlock Holmes-level skills from the
antisocial main character! Adds a very welcome air to the game.

Yuri FTW, Rikka best gurl

The only downside is that the main char is really, really awkward. Painfully so at the beginning. Personally, it really took some
effort to get through the first chapter because of how painful and cringeworthy the interactions are at times. Still, it's part of the
character development, and I like it in retrospect.

9/10 Recommended.. Certainly worth it for the laughs, had a lot of fun with it. Hope to see more small things like this in future..
Bentley's are some pretty lit vehicles. Fill your room with laughter and joy with this simple and exciting game!. I am
recommending this game because it is very well done, and probably fun if you like this type of game.

I wish they had made it more clear that this is not a standard platformer. I probably just didn't pay enough attention.

Picture a mobile game where you are running right constantly and can only jump. It's kind of like that, but much deeper, and
one zombie can jump, another can stick to surfaces and loops around platforms (there may be more than 2 types). You cannot
turn around and run the other way, at least with the two zombies I tried. You choose which zombie to use and which way to start
running at the beginning of each attempt at the level.

The puzzles are clever, but do take a lot of trial and error.

If you like puzzle games, i'ts defintely worth the money.
. Very neat puzzle game! Can't wait to see what other complexities are hidden in the more difficult networks. If you are looking
for a very different puzzle experience, this is it.. Saved up a few fights and bought the phoenix from the daily tab and it never
went into my inventory. Waste of 51 coins, not to mention the irl money i spent on it.
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Mario Kart meets SpeedRacers!

This game is great. I noticed it months ago and waiting until release and wasn't disappointed. The game plays like a more chaotic
version of Mario Kart where the camera will follow 1st place only. Once you die, you get to control a rocket launcher to take out
the remaining racers. The fun of this is that you all control it, so you end up fighting with other people for the shots.

We spend a lot of time playing and chatting\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665as this game is perfect to grief your
friends and then mock them accordingly.

It's generally a fun game that i've not found to get boring yet, and really fun in local co-op too. I would recommend this to
anyone looking for a kart racer that different.

Edit: This game is pretty much dead. It can be fun local on online with friends, but do not expect to see anyone else playing it.
This game is great!!!. It's an 80s-esque arcade platformer, just shy of being a MAME title or something. It even has the menu
set up as an operator menu. It's pretty solid, my only gripe is that some of the platforms can be a little deceptive about where
they end (turning your double jump into a single jump to your death...), otherwise though, it's a game you can play through in an
afternoon. And you have to, as it has no save feature, only the ability to infinitely credit-feed. That said, it's forgiving enough.
Any levels longer than a few screens seem to silently checkpoint themselves, there's no timer, and powerups are relatively
frequent. The game changes tactics from world to world as well, so it doesn't run the risk of repetition.

I dig it. Well worth a pickup.. Everything work fine except pre order bonus because you don't get it. about to refund

UPDATE
got my pre order bonus

This game is fun but still not worth 18$. I work professionally in games as an artist. While I use Maya, Max, Zbrush, and
Mudbox for Modeling at the studio, I love using this at home. It has all the basic tools for most folks and is increadably intuitive.
Plus you just can't beat the price for how good this is! Definitely recommend.. Part Hidden Object and part price haggling with
rednecks and eccentric weirdos and re-selling antiques. It's GATS approved.. The game crashes while loading new areas and
loading saves. I played for a couple hours, but found that progressing to the end was impossible for me. Don't buy this game..
Total \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Rip off, Game does not work on my very powerfull computer. Does not evens start i just
get an error message. as a brit and a fan of the RAF i had to get this game and i have never gone back since this game is one that
will keep you on yout toes and keep you gessing as to how big the german air raids will be.
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